The thematic issue of *Romanian Review of Political Sciences and International Relations* (no. 2/2018) acknowledges the importance of the anniversary/existence of the national State through the recording of a reverential homage event (*Romania – 100 years – 1918-2018*), in its celebration as an un-syncopated act whose consequences of continuity and celebration converge towards the quotation of references found (now and always) in the effervescent points/vertices of an essential historical becoming/fulfilment.

It also highlights the dynamic program of a whole generation, through insistence on the process of maturing and maturity of Romanian historical and political thought, confirming that the 1918 moment demands to be celebrated as a fundamental historical event, which imparts a prominent force to the continuing dynamics of the preposition *from*, potentiating it not only with the structural valences of the initial moment and the starting point, but, in particular, giving it the meaning of the plenary symbols of a historical act which, after 100 years, celebrates its establishment by reaffirming and confirming its fully-mature vocation.